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Abstract.—Phylogenetic analyses of non-protein-coding nucleotide sequences such as ribosomal RNA genes, internal transcribed spacers, and introns are often impeded by regions of the alignments that are ambiguously aligned. These regions are characterized by the presence of gaps and their uncertain positions, no matter which optimization criteria are used. This problem is particularly acute in large-scale phylogenetic studies and when aligning highly diverged sequences. Accommodating these regions, where positional homology is likely to be violated, in phylogenetic analyses has been dealt with very differently by molecular systematists and evolutionists, ranging from the total exclusion of these regions to the inclusion of every position regardless of ambiguity in the alignment. We present a new method that allows the inclusion of ambiguously aligned regions without violating homology. In this three-step procedure, first homologous regions of the alignment containing ambiguously aligned sequences are delimited. Second, each ambiguously aligned region is unequivocally coded as a new character, replacing its respective ambiguous region. Third, each of the coded characters is subjected to a specific step matrix to account for the differential number of changes (summing substitutions and indels) needed to transform one sequence to another. The optimal number of steps included in the step matrix is the one derived from the pairwise alignment with the greatest similarity and the least number of steps. In addition to potentially enhancing phylogenetic resolution and support, by integrating previously non-accessible characters without violating positional homology, this new approach can improve branch length estimations when using parsimony. [Character coding; character-state weighting; crocodile 12S mrDNA; indel-rich region; insect 16S mrDNA; intron; large-scale phylogenies; molecular phylogenies; multiple sequence alignment; non-protein-coding DNA sequences; ribosomal RNA genes.]

Among the most fundamental practices in systematic studies are the characterization of intrinsic features of organisms, character coding, and the assessment of homology (Wiley, 1981; Patterson, 1982, 1988; Roth, 1988; Stevens, 1991). Because of the nature of nucleotide sequences, the two first aspects are not so much a concern for molecular systematists and evolutionists. Homology assessment, however, is a major concern (Mindell, 1991; Hillis, 1994; Doyle and Davis, 1998). In this paper we assume that the nucleotide sequences compared are orthologous. The new method described here tackles the problem of positional homology when the position of a specific nucleotide is equivocal because of the potential presence of nearby gaps. This problem is particularly acute when aligning fast-evolving or highly diverged non-protein-coding portions of genomes, a situation frequently encountered in large-scale phylogenetic studies. As sequences from more distant taxa are added to an alignment covering a broad spectrum of organisms, these ambiguously aligned regions have a tendency to become larger and more numerous. If these regions are included in phylogenetic analyses, fundamental assumptions of homology are likely to be violated and phylogenetic accuracy might be lowered considerably. If excluded, however, resolving power and branch length estimates may be jeopardized.

Ambiguous alignments, or multiple equally optimal alignments, are most easily detected when sequences vary in length. This length variation requires inserting gaps in the alignment to maintain positional homology. The number of gaps needed and their exact position can be uncertain. Most alignment procedures necessitate the assignment of a cost for a nucleotide substitution versus the insertion of a gap (DeSalle et al., 1994; Wheeler, 1994). Different parameters often result in the inclusion of various numbers of gaps that can also vary in their position. The inability to justify one set of parameters over another (Vingron and Waterman, 1994; Kjer, 1995; Doyle and Davis, 1998) leads to alternative sequence alignments for the same data set. Problems occur when different topologies are revealed by phylogenetic analyses of these different alignments (Wheeler, 1995; Wheeler et al., 1995; Soltis et al., 1996). Thorne et al. (1991, 1992) developed an
objective technique to estimate alignment parameters, based on an evolutionary model using a maximum likelihood approach. In their method, the weights of evolutionary events such as nucleotide substitutions and indels are a function of evolutionary rates and divergence times, estimated from the two sequences to be aligned. However, this method has yet to be extended to the simultaneous alignment of more than two sequences.

Another source of ambiguity is the presence of multiple equally optimal alignments for a specific set of alignment parameters (Wheeler et al., 1995). This is best visualized as multiple equally optimal paths (Kruskal, 1983; Weir, 1990; Wheeler, 1994) when aligning two sequences by using a method derived from the dynamic programming algorithm of Needleman and Wunsch (1970). Finally, the order in which sequences are integrated in a multiple alignment process can affect the resulting alignments (Lake, 1991; Mindell, 1991). In this context, the question becomes which order should be chosen. This situation leads to the multiple alignment problem described by Gatesy et al. (1993) and Wheeler (1995). The consequences of these multiple potential alignments for a given data set can be severe because different alignments can support different topologies regardless of the degree of sophistication of the phylogenetic method used afterward. This can lead systematists to conflicting conclusions (Cerchio and Tucker, 1998). Despite the primary importance of positional homology in phylogenetic studies, alignment issues have received far less attention and discussion by systematists than theoretical aspects of phylogenetic reconstruction (Doyle and Davis, 1998).

There are several options available to phylogeneticists dealing with ambiguous regions of an alignment. These different methods can lead to different phylogenetic results (e.g., Vogler and DeSalle, 1994). A common, and often considered the most conservative, approach is the exclusion of these regions from phylogenetic searches (e.g., Bruns et al., 1992; Berbee and Taylor, 1993; Hibbett and Vilgalys, 1993; Spatafora and Blackwell, 1993; Lutzoni, 1995; Spatafora, 1995; Berbee, 1996). However, the subjectivity associated with this process can lead to different phylogenies, depending on which combination of sites is excluded. The other main caveat of this method is the loss of resolution (Lutzoni, 1995; Wheeler et al., 1995) and the removal of data essential for a more accurate estimation of branch lengths. This is because ambiguously aligned regions can contain a large fraction (sometimes >50%) of all potentially parsimony-informative characters present in a given alignment. For example, Fernandez et al. (1999) used a 1-kb fragment at the 5' end of the large subunit nuclear ribosomal RNA (nrRNA) gene to unveil relationships of a group of pyrenomycetous ascomycetes at the ordinal and family level. In all, 16 ambiguously aligned regions covering 157 sites and corresponding to 17% of the entire alignment were delimited. They estimated that these ambiguous regions would provide 120 parsimony-informative characters, corresponding to ~40% of all parsimony-informative characters that the entire data set would provide. The small subunit nrRNA gene, which is on average more conserved than the large subunit nrRNA gene, is not devoid of this problem. For example, Lutzoni et al. (in prep.), in their phylogenetic study of lichenized and nonlichenized ascomycetes, found that, at the ordinal level, 20% of all potential parsimony-informative characters resided in ambiguously aligned regions of a specific alignment of the 1-kb fragment they sequenced. This percentage goes up as more distantly related taxa (such as basidiomycetes) are included in the alignment.

The exclusion or inclusion of ambiguously aligned regions can have a determinant effect on the results of phylogenetic analyses (Giribet and Wheeler, 1999). This was the case for the controversial Mysticipitidae/Physeteroidea clade, for which Cerchio and Tucker (1998) showed that the phylogenetic signal supporting this hypothesis was contained predominantly in the ambiguously aligned regions of the 12S and 16S mitochondrial ribosomal DNA (mtDNA). The different ways systematists working on these data sets treated these regions resulted in incongruences.

Another problem associated with the exclusion of ambiguously aligned regions is how to delimit them accurately. The use of a range of gap-to-substitution cost ratios (e.g., ranging from 2.3 to 300:1) has been proposed to circumscribe alignment-ambiguous sites (Waterman et al., 1992; Gatesy et al., 1993). In such a procedure, sites that are not constant among all the alignments resulting from the different cost ratios are
considered ambiguously aligned and subsequently removed from phylogenetic analyses. The use of extreme cost ratios, however, such as 2:3 and 300:1, causes unambiguous regions to be unstable among alignments, such that parsimony-informative sites are removed that are clearly not violating positional homology. Even if this method were more accurate in delimiting ambiguously aligned regions, this does not alleviate the loss in resolution and branch length accuracy associated with the exclusion of data. The other extreme, and by far the worst-case scenario, is the inclusion of all sites in the phylogenetic analysis based on one of many equally most optimal alignments and simultaneously treating gaps as a fifth character state. One problem with this strategy is the over weighting of adjacent gaps by treating them as independent indels when they are very likely part of a single genetic change.

To minimize the detrimental effect of inserting gaps in an alignment, gaps have been treated as missing data. Although it might be tempting to believe that replacing gaps by question marks in ambiguously aligned regions is a safe alternative, even if gaps are treated as missing data, their positional homology remains highly questionable and very likely wrong. When such ambiguously aligned sites are parsimony-informative, they will often have a negative effect on phylogenetic accuracy. This practice has the unfortunate potential of generating highly resolved trees, which is erroneously interpreted as a sign of phylogenetic accuracy (Hillis et al., 1994) and can give a sense of overconfidence in the resulting topologies. As was demonstrated by Hillis and Huelsenbeck (1992), the analysis of random molecular data sets can yield a single most-parasimonious (highly resolved) tree that may also be considerably shorter than the second-best alternative. Bremer (1988) support values generated for this single most-parasimonious, but meaningless, tree might even increase. In our opinion, the inclusion of all sites of an alignment with ambiguously aligned regions in a phylogenetic analysis should be done only if all competing alignments are shown to generate the same topology. At least, the sensitivity of the phylogenetic analysis to the inclusion of various alignments for a given ambiguous region should be explored (see Baum et al., 1994).

Hibbett et al. (1995) pointed out two other caveats associated with the treatment of gaps as missing data: (1) the exclusion of potentially parsimony-informative indels as characters, and (2) the potential for assigning impossible states to ancestors (Platnick et al., 1991; Maddison, 1993). Barriel (1994) developed a method that combined the use of question marks and the implementation of a coding scheme for regions with multiple adjacent gaps. The method proposed by Barriel (1994) takes care of the first problem mentioned by Hibbett et al. (1995) but not the second one. This is because treating gaps as missing data, especially when the placement of gaps is not ambiguous and when the gaps are not treated as a fifth character state, can result in the ancestors of taxa with gaps being assigned a nucleotide unequivocally when, more likely, the ancestor had a gap at that position. Finally, several hybrid approaches consisting of excluding some indel-rich regions and including others as coded without treating gaps as missing data, or where gaps are considered as missing information, have been implemented to maximize the integration of phylogenetic signal provided by indels without violating criteria for positional homology (e.g., Baldwin et al., 1995; Hibbett et al., 1995; Kjer, 1995; Kretzer et al., 1996; Manos, 1997). All of the above methods assume that gap positions are correct, that is, unambiguous, which is often not the case. Therefore, ambiguously aligned sequences with indels of variable lengths and equivalent positions are still excluded from phylogenetic analyses.

Wheeler et al. (1995) suggested a solution to the problem of equally optimal alignments and multiple alignments resulting from different cost parameters that can lead to different phylogenetic trees. Their method, termed elision, consists of joining end to end all optimal alignments obtained from all cost parameters into a single grand alignment. Sites that are identical among all combined alignments will have, by default, the most weight, corresponding to the number of optimal alignments that were fused. Positions that vary among alignments are automatically down weighted proportionally to the degree of interalignment variability. We have identified four problems with the elision approach. First, all equally optimal alignments for a high number of cost parameters and for different orders of sequence entry
in the alignment process should be part of the grand alignment; otherwise, the resulting topology or topologies could be biased. Finding all these optimal alignments could be problematic when dealing with large data sets, that is, with a high number of OTUs, or with highly diverged sequences. Moreover, the number of gaps:substitution cost ratios used has a direct impact on the result. The greater the number of cost ratios used, the greater the potential to find a high number of different alignments and the more downweighted the variable sites will be. Second, although the proportional downweighting of these ambiguously aligned sites compensates to some degree for the introduction of phylogenetic noise, this weighting scheme is too drastic when numerous equally optimal alignments are involved. For most interalignment variable sites this procedure becomes equivalent to the exclusion of these sites, when they might be essential for resolving specific portions of the phylogenetic tree. Third, for data sets with highly divergent sequences and relatively poor resolving power, this could involve the fusion of a prohibitively high number of equally optimal alignments. Fourth, as pointed out by Wheeler et al. (1995:5), this method has “the disturbing property of assigning multiple putative homologies to the same datum”; therefore, it inevitably introduces many sites for which positional homology is violated.

On the basis of the initial work of Sankoff and Cedergren (1983), Feng and Doolittle (1987, 1990), Hein (1990), and others to align sequences and reconstruct phylogenies simultaneously, Wheeler (1996) proposed a new approach for the analysis of ambiguously aligned sequences (POY). His method proceeds directly from the original nucleotide sequences to phylogeny reconstruction; that is, it does not first insert gaps in a multiple sequence alignment. This direct optimization of DNA sequences offers a potential solution to the problem of integrating ambiguously aligned regions in phylogenetic analyses without violating positional homology; however, its implementation might be too time consuming, especially when dealing with large-scale phylogenies. Moreover, with a direct optimization approach, according to Gribet and Wheeler (1999), “there is no way to disregard gap information because there is no intermediate step (alignment)”. Therefore, this practice of eliminating the use of alignments prevents the potential detection of (1) site-to-site variation in terms of parameters such as transition:transversion ratios, rates of nucleotide substitution, and base frequency biases; (2) regions saturated by changes that could mislead the search toward incorrect topologies because of the loss of most, if not all, of the phylogenetic signal; (3) the contribution of ambiguously aligned sites to the resulting phylogenetic tree; and (4) sequences so divergent (e.g., outgroup compared with ingroup sequences) that an alignment step would quickly reveal these sequences could not be incorporated into a given phylogenetic analysis.

Because gaps and ambiguously aligned regions are a class of molecular characters that can be exceptionally reliable for phylogenetic analyses (Lloyd and Calder, 1991; Giribet and Wheeler, 1999), it is crucial to find a viable way to integrate this type of information in phylogenetic analyses. In this paper we present a new method that accommodates every type of ambiguously aligned region except the ones where saturation caused by multiple changes has most likely resulted in the complete loss of phylogenetic signal. Such regions still should be excluded from phylogenetic analyses (Swoford et al., 1996). The method presented here also provides a criterion to detect the ambiguously aligned regions most likely to be saturated by multiple changes. We have restricted this paper to the case of nucleotide sequences, but this method can be extended to accommodate ambiguous alignments of amino acid sequences. The first part of this paper describes the three steps of this new procedure: (1) delimiting of homologous regions that contain ambiguously aligned sequences, (2) unequivocal coding of homologous ambiguously aligned regions, and (3) optimal weighting of changes among character states (step matrices) of unequivocally coded regions. Ambiguously aligned regions are delimited by sliding gaps laterally until there is no justification to push the gap further, based on nucleotide composition of neighboring sites. Each ambiguously aligned region is recoded as a single character without involving any gaps and without violating positional homology. Gaps are used only to determine the optimal number of steps necessary to go from one coded character state to another by reducing the alignment
task from comparing multiple sequences to only pairwise comparisons. The second part of this paper will use this new approach to reassess the insect 16S mtrDNA and crocodile 12S mtrDNA data sets that were analyzed previously by the elision method (Wheeler et al., 1995).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data Sets and Alignments**

We used the same nucleotide sequences (insect 16S and crocodile 12S mtrDNA) used by Wheeler et al. (1995). The 16S data as presented in that publication has two serious problems. First, the reverse complement form is shown; second, some of the sequences differ from those reported in GenBank. To facilitate the comparison between the two papers, and to ensure that differences in our respective analyses are strictly the result of using different methods, these two data sets were used here exactly as presented in Wheeler et al. 1999. The sequences were aligned by using the automated assembly option of Sequencher 3.0 (Gene Codes) and subsequently optimized by eye. Using the same program, the resulting alignment was exported as a Nexus file for phylogenetic analyses.

**Phylogenetic Analyses**

All phylogenetic analyses were implemented by using the maximum parsimony optimization criterion in PAUP* 4.0d64 (Swofford, 1998). Constant sites were removed from all analyses. For the unambiguously aligned sites, a step matrix was constructed from the negative natural logarithms of the relative frequencies of each possible transformation (Felsenstein, 1981; Wheeler, 1990; Maddison and Maddison, 1992). The frequency of each possible genetic change was estimated with the PAUP* option that provides the current status of each character. This command provides a list of all character states for each site of interest, from which the frequency of all potential changes can be compiled. These unambiguous sites were subjected to this step matrix in all phylogenetic analyses.

All ambiguously aligned regions were excluded from phylogenetic analyses. However, the coded versions of these regions were added to the end of the data matrix and each coded character was subjected simultaneously to its own step matrix. The coding and the building of these step matrices are described in detail in steps 2 and 3 below. The branch-and-bound search algorithm was implemented, branches were collapsed if maximum branch length was 0, and MULPARS was in effect. The support for the internodes of the most-parsimonious trees was estimated by 1,000 bootstrap replicates (Felsenstein, 1985) using the branch-and-bound algorithm and the same options described above. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (Templeton, 1983), as implemented in PAUP* 4.0d64, was used to determine whether some topologies were significantly worse than the best topology.

**INTEGRATION OF AMBIGUOUSLY ALIGNED NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES IN MAXIMUM PARSIMONY ANALYSES**

**Step 1: Delimitation of Homologous Ambiguously Aligned Regions**

The first step of the method presented here is to delimit homologous regions of sequences for which the number of gaps inserted or their placement (or both) is ambiguous. The advantage of delimiting ambiguous regions for their exclusion and coding is that the alignment within these regions does not need to be optimized. These are the regions most sensitive to the order in which the sequences are aligned (Lake, 1991; Mindell, 1991) or to the gap-to-substitution cost ratios used in the alignment process (Gatesy et al., 1993). Theoretically, the alignment procedure has five possible outcomes:

1. regions that lack indels no matter which parameters or entry order of sequences was used (Fig. 1a);
2. regions that consistently include the same number of indels with identical placement across all optimal alignments (Figs. 1b, c);
3. regions in which the presence/absence of indels varies when alignments derived from different gap-to-substitution cost ratios are compared, but their positions, when present, does not change among all optimal alignments (Fig. 1d);
4. regions that consistently include a specific number of indels, but their placement varies among optimal alignments (Fig. 1e); and
5. regions that combine variation in the number and position of indels when compared across all putative alignments (Fig. 1f).
The first three cases (Figs. 1a–c) described above are unambiguous even if cases b and c include indels. The first case is not problematic and can be included “as is” in phylogenetic analyses. The second and third cases can be problematic even if the placement of gaps is not ambiguous and their number is identical for all sequences with one or more gaps in that region. The problem resides in the weighting scheme. In the case presented in Figure 1b, where we have a $1 \times 3$ block of gaps, the transformation $T \rightarrow -$ can be attributed a cost of 1, or $>1$ if based on the negative natural logarithm of the probability of that change (Felsenstein, 1981; Wheeler, 1990; Maddison and Maddison, 1992). The problem is accentuated when several gaps are adjacent to one another (e.g., $3 \times 3$, Fig. 1c). If each adjacent gap is considered part of an independent indel region, this region can quickly become overweighted. Indels that are likely to be part of one genetic event, that is, more than one gap long and of equal length across all taxa at a specific site, can be coded as a new character that replaces that region (e.g., Manos, 1997). However, the estimation of the cost for the transformation of one sequence to another, for sequences that are part of a specific indel region, compared with the cost of this insertion or deletion, remains problematic. The weighting scheme presented here for character-state changes within a coded character partially solves this problem.

The fourth example (Fig. 1d) represents a special case, in which the placement of the indel is not ambiguous but its presence or absence is. This case is likely when an excessively low gap-to-substitution cost ratio is included as part of the range of cost ratios used to reveal different potential alignments. Such low cost ratios should be used only when dealing with highly divergent sequences of highly variable lengths, for which a high frequency of gaps is expected. However, the sequences in such cases are expected to be so different that alignment is not possible, and their orthology or paralogy is questionable. This is an additional reason not to use a range of gap:substitution cost ratios to delimit ambiguous regions. If the presence of gaps is extremely frequent for a given alignment, a totally different approach should be used (see region of data set of internal transcribed spacer region of Lutzonii, 1995). A multiple alignment method derived from the maximum likelihood approach proposed by Thorne et al. (1991, 1992), where a cost ratio would be estimated for each pair of sequences compared, might solve this problem. The new method presented here does
not address this specific case of presence or absence of indels in a given region of the alignment.

The fifth and sixth cases (Figs. 1e, f) represent typical situations where many systematists will choose to exclude ambiguous regions, especially when the different placement of gaps, even when treated as missing data, suggests conflicting phylogenetic relationships. The method we present was specifically designed to deal with the cases illustrated in Figures 1c, 1e, and 1f, but can also be applied to case 2 (Fig. 1b).

In our proposed approach, alignment is seen as the procedure for determining where the variation in length among sequences is located. This can usually be achieved by implementing commonly used alignment programs such as CLUSTAL (Higgins et al., 1996), Sequencher, and others, followed by a thorough inspection by eye to correct obvious alignment errors and determine where the gaps are located.

Figures 2 and 3 provide examples of delimited ambiguous regions from the insect 16S mtrDNA and crocodile 12S mtrDNA data sets respectively, of Wheeler et al. (1995). The approach used here was as follows:

1. Inspect each region with at least one gap.
2. Slide the gap(s) laterally, in an outward direction from where they are located, to determine whether the nucleotide compositions at adjacent sites, and the secondary structure, can provide any justification for alternative position(s) for the gap(s).
3. Continue this outward sliding of gaps, in both directions, until the sliding of gaps, by one more position cannot be justified, thus marking the boundaries for that region.
4. If the nucleotide compositions at adjacent sites or if the secondary structure justifies an alternative position for the gap(s)
within the delimited region, assess the potential effect on phylogenetic relationships for these different gap positions.

5. If these different alignments do not support different phylogenetic relationships, retain this region, which does not need to be excluded from the parsimony analysis.

6. If the alignments do support different phylogenetic hypotheses, replace this region by a coded character.

7. A first approximation of the limits of these regions can be made by using invariant flanking regions as a guide (sites without asterisks in Figs. 2 and 3).

Step 2: Unequivocal Coding of Ambiguously Aligned Regions

Once all ambiguous regions of an alignment have been delimited, each region is treated separately (Fig. 4). Because the ambiguity resides in the presence/absence of gaps and their placement, the first operation is to recover the original sequences for this region. This is done by removing all gaps from that region (Figs. 4a, b). Next, the sequences are inspected for the presence of missing data, uncertain base calling (e.g., presence of IUPAC-IUB codes), and polymorphisms. All sequences with missing data at one or more
FIGURE 4. Unequivocal coding procedure for one hypothetical delimited ambiguously aligned region. --, gap; ?, missing data. (a) one delimited homologous region containing ambiguously aligned sequences. (b) The first operation is to remove all gaps. (c) Pairwise comparisons of sequences for that region are then implemented. Identical sequences within that homologous region (including the complete absence of nucleotides) are given the same code. Any sequence with at least one missing datum is coded as “?”. At the end of the second step of our approach, the ambiguously aligned region is reduced to a single coded character.

sites are coded as missing data (Fig. 4c) because it is impossible to determine whether they are identical to any other sequence in that ambiguous region. Identical sequences (both in length and base composition) are attributed the same character state (Fig. 4c). This principle also applies to OTUs without nucleotides for a given homologous but ambiguously aligned region. For example, in Figure 4c, the two OTUs that do not have nucleotides for that region of the alignment are both coded as character state 4. This last case illustrates why these delimited regions need to be flanked by very conserved regions and, therefore, can be considered homologous. For sequences that include uncertain base calling or polymorphic sites, all possible coded character states can be attributed to these sequences. This multistate coded version of these sequences can then be treated as polymorphic or uncertain when using PAUP*. This practice, however, can lead to the introduction of a large number of character states for a given coded character, which can be problematic (see Discussion). In such instances, coding sequences with uncertain base calling or polymorphisms simply as missing data might be preferable. Finally, although the ambiguous region is excluded from phylogenetic analyses, it is replaced by its respective coded character, which is added to the end of the alignment. This procedure is repeated for each ambiguous region that is delimited for a given alignment and judged worthy of coding.

Two major factors affecting the result of this coding procedure are the width of the ambiguous region and the rates at which these sequences are evolving. For example, identical sequences are less likely to be found for an ambiguous region of 40 sites than for a region of 4 sites; the same is true for a fast-evolving (hypervariable) region versus a slowly evolving one. The implementation of this coding method on a data set with a large number of OTUs could also be problematic because not enough symbols might be available for all the different sequences within a given ambiguous region. The NEXUS format (Maddison et al., 1997) allows the use of all possible ASCII characters for this purpose; however, PAUP*4.0b2 allows a maximum of 32 character states per character. If the number of different sequences for a given ambiguous region exceeds the maximum number of character states per character allowed by a given program, all sequences that are found more than once in that region could be coded with ASCII characters and all unique sequences could be coded as “?”.

As pointed out earlier, the use of missing data in phylogenetic studies can be misleading; therefore, completely excluding this region from phylogenetic analyses, that is, without replacement by a coded character, might be preferable. This problem could be viewed as a warning that saturation, and consequently the loss of phylogenetic signal in that region, might be an issue, which would give additional support for complete exclusion of the region from the phylogenetic study. This is more likely to be the case when almost all sequences within a delimited region are different. Accordingly, it is preferable to delimit regions as narrowly as possible. However, the risk of delimiting nonhomologous regions increases with the circumscription of narrower regions. Because the validity of this method depends entirely on the delimitation of ambiguous regions, which doubtless contain some homologous sequences, including a few unambiguously aligned sites from the flanking regions to delimit slightly broader regions might be desirable. The latter approach could be preferable even if it led to the complete exclusion of this region from phylogenetic analyses. The use of loop and stem information provided by the secondary structure can be often useful in delimiting narrow ambiguously aligned regions without risking delimiting nonhomologous regions.
If an ambiguous region is at the end of the alignment, such as ambiguous region 5 (amb 5) in Figure 2, there may be no highly conserved region between the end of the alignment and the ambiguous region to be delimited. Such an uncertain delimitation at the end of an alignment could be used to justify the complete exclusion of that ambiguous region from future analyses, because the portion of the sequences included in that delimited region might not be homologous.

**Step 3: Optimal Weighting of Ambiguously Aligned Regions**

The weighting scheme proposed here reflects the most likely nature of the changes from one sequence to another within an ambiguous region and includes a combination of two factors: similarity ($S_{xy}$) and number of changes ($C_{xy}$) for all pairwise comparisons of sequences ($x$) and all possible alignments for each pair of sequences ($y$). $S_{xy}$ is equal to the number of sites that are identical ($N_i$) divided by the total number of sites ($N_t$):

$$S_{xy} = N_i / N_t$$

$C_{xy}$ is equal to the total number of changes (number of nucleotide substitutions + number of separate indels) for a given pair of sequences. A series of consecutive gaps or a single gap is counted as one indel (= one change). The optimal number of steps is obtained by maximizing $S_{xy}$ and minimizing $C_{xy}$. The highest optimal value ($O_{xy}$) is used to select the $C_{xy}$ value that will be entered in the symmetric step matrix to represent the optimal number of steps for the transformation of one sequence into the other:

$$O_{xy} = S_{xy} / C_{xy}$$

First, all alignments with the fewest changes and the greatest similarity for a given pair of sequences must be found. In this process, a gap or a series of gaps will be introduced only if $O_{xy}$ stays the same or increases. For example, in Figure 5a the optimal number of steps that would be included in the step matrix for these two sequences would be 2, because the highest optimal value is 28.57. This example, has two equally optimal alignments, $O_{11}$ and $O_{12}$. Both involve the same number of changes ($C_{xy} = 2$). In the case where two equally optimal values are obtained but each indicates a different number of fewest changes (i.e., different $C_{xy}$ values), the fewest changes (lowest $C_{xy}$ value) would be integrated in the step matrix. By doing this, we assert a preference for slightly underweighting than overweighting a change from one sequence to the other. This also minimizes the possibility of violating triangle inequality for any particular step matrix (Maddison and Maddison, 1992). Figure 5b shows how sliding the sequence by one site and increasing $N_t$ by one can still increase $O_{xy}$.

The output of this method consists of a series of coded characters, one for each designated ambiguous region of the alignment, each with its own step matrix (Fig. 6). The coded characters can be added at the end of the data matrix. The number of characters specified in the NEXUS file needs to be increased accordingly, and the ambiguous regions need to be excluded because they are now replaced by their coded counterparts. Finally, the step matrices need to be added in the assumptions block of the NEXUS file. The user needs to ensure that each step matrix is applied to its specific coded character only. PAUP* tests each step matrix for triangle inequality automatically and makes any necessary modifications.

**AN EXAMPLE USING THE INSECT 16S AND CROCODILE 12S mtrDNA DATA SETS**

**Insect 16S mtrDNA**

Wheeler et al. (1995) used 10 different ratios of gap-to-substitution costs to align 9 sequences from the mitochondrial genome of...
(a) Insect Data Set

Insects, which yielded 12 alignments. When they analyzed these alignments individually, 11 unique topologies were generated. When they combined these 12 alignments into one concatenated alignment and removed (culled) all sites that differed among these 12 alignments, their parsimony analysis generated 2 equally most-parsimonious trees. They reported that the strict consensus of these two trees was entirely unresolved except for a single questionable *Apis–Cerastipsocus* clade (Fig. 7a). When they downweighted, rather than culled, the variable sites among these 12 alignments proportionally to the amount of interalignment variability, that is, after their elision method,

(b) Crocodile Data Set
they obtained a single most-parsimonious tree (Fig. 7b).

We found five regions in this data set that could not be aligned unequivocally (amb 1 to amb 5; Fig. 2). Amb 1 to amb 4 were easily delimited. They are flanked by highly conserved (often invariant) sites and shifting the gaps into these flanking regions could not be justified under any optimization criterion to improve the alignment. Amb 5, however, lacks a conserved region at its 3’ end, which makes it impossible to determine if the sequences in amb 5 are homologous, as shown by the “?” inserted at the end of the alignment (Fig. 2). With this fundamental assumption in doubt, we did not code amb 5; accordingly, we completely removed it from subsequent phylogenetic analyses.

The unambiguously aligned portions of this data set, as established with our method, provided 21 parsimony-informative characters. Of the four ambiguously aligned regions coded with our method, none was parsimony-informative (Fig. 6a) if implemented under a model in which all changes among coded character-states had equal costs (i.e., in a step matrix in which all changes = 1 step). However, under the model of unequal weighting of changes among character-states implemented with our method, phylogenetic signal was recovered from these ambiguous regions (Table 1).

When the phylogenetic search was restricted to unambiguous sites, analogous to the “cull” analysis of Wheeler et al. (1995), three equally most-parsimonious trees were recovered (Figs. 8a, b, e; Table 1). Wheeler et al. (1995) reported that their cull procedure yielded two topologies with an entirely unresolved strict consensus except for a single questionable Apis–Cerastipsocus clade (Fig. 7a). The strict consensus of the three trees recovered with our approach was much more resolved and is identical to the topology

---

**Figure 7.** Results obtained by Wheeler et al. (1995). (a, b) Phylogenetic trees resulting from the cull (a) and elision (b) procedures applied to the insect 16S mtDNA data set. (c, d) Phylogenetic trees resulting from the cull (c) and elision (d) procedures applied to the crocodile 12S mtDNA data set.
shown in Figure 8e. Only one internode is missing for this topology to be completely resolved.

When added individually, the coded versions of amb 1, amb 3, and amb 4 (Figs. 2, 6) generated the same three topologies as when the phylogenetic search was restricted to the unambiguously aligned portions of the alignment (Figs. 8a, b, e; Table 1). The addition of amb 2 alone (Figs. 2, 6) resulted in one additional equally most-parsimonious tree (Fig. 8d; Table 1). This additional tree corresponds more or less to the collapse of the internode supporting the Drosophila–Aedes clade, which was associated with the lowest bootstrap values (Fig. 8). The new relationships revealed for these two taxa by the addition of amb 2 are all very weakly supported (Fig. 8d).

When all four coded ambiguous regions were included simultaneously in the phylogenetic search with the unambiguously aligned regions, four equally most-parsimonious trees of 224 steps were revealed (Table 1). These were the same three topologies derived from the analysis restricted to the unambiguously aligned portions of the data set (Figs. 8a, b, e) plus one additional tree (Fig. 8c). The latter topology was 2 steps longer (tree length = 125 steps) when only the unambiguously aligned sites were used to calculate the tree length (Fig. 8). The additional tree (Fig. 8d) found when adding amb 2 alone was only one step longer (tree length = 124) than the three most-parsimonious trees (Figs. 8a, b, e). These longer trees were not statistically significantly worse than the most-parsimonious trees when subjected to the Templeton test. Because the four coded ambiguous regions are not parsimony-informative under an equally weighted (step matrix) scheme, and because we believe that the inclusion of such characters with our method can cause phylogenetic artifacts (see Discussion), we concluded that restricting the analysis to the unambiguously aligned sites was the only justifiable solution.

The elision procedure of Wheeler et al. (1995) generated one most-parsimonious tree (Fig. 7b). The internode supporting the Drosophila–Aedes clade, the one separating Dorocordulia and Heptagenia from the rest of the taxa, and the bipartition separating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters included</th>
<th>Tree length</th>
<th>No. most-parsimonious trees</th>
<th>Topologya</th>
<th>Consistency index</th>
<th>Rescaled consistency index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguous sites only</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>a, b, e</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 1</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>a, b, e</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 2</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>a, b, d, e</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 3</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>a, b, e</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 4</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>a, b, e</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 1–4</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>a, b, c, e</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Figure 8.*
**Dorocordulia, Heptagenia, and Schistocerca** from the rest are congruent with the strict consensus of our three most-parsimonious trees. Both methods revealed a close relationship between *Cicindela* and *Blaberus*. There was one marked difference between the elision result and ours: The latter consistently showed *Apis* as sister to *Cerastipsocus*. This odd relationship (according to Wheeler et al., 1995) could well be an artifact resulting from long branch attraction. These two taxa have the two longest branches (Fig. 8) nested within a portion of the tree with short internodes.

Two other factors could have contributed to the incongruent results between the elision approach and our method. First, Wheeler et al. (1995) assumed that all types of nucleotide substitutions had the same cost. Our model took into consideration that some nucleotide substitutions were more frequent than others and, therefore, were attributed different costs, which we implemented through a step matrix on the unambiguously portion of the alignment. Second, our method did not allow us to include region amb 5, which is by far the largest ambiguously aligned region, covering almost one third of the alignment (Fig. 2). This region is highly variable and would provide a very high fraction (probably close to 50%) of all the parsimony-informative sites from the complete data matrix. Even if most sites in this region are downweighted by the elision method, the signal it provides will probably have a considerable impact on the resulting topology. However, this region is extremely AT-rich (A = 52% and T = 37%) and requires the inclusion of many gaps. Therefore, we feel justified to at least question the phylogenetic quality of the signal it provides. If this region were saturated by changes that led to an accumulation of As and Ts followed by multiple changes between As and Ts, relatively little (if any) phylogenetic signal would actually still be present in this region. This raises a fundamental question. Should such a region be included in a phylogenetic analysis even if we were able to include it without violating positional homology?

**Crocodile 12S mtrDNA**

The 10 different gap-to-substitution cost ratios used by Wheeler et al. (1995) generated 23 different alignments. When analyzed separately, each of their 23 phylogenetic analyses yielded a single most-parsimonious tree. When compared, however, many of these trees were found to be identical, yielding a total of four different topologies. By joining these 23 alignments end to end to form one concatenated alignment and then removing (culling) all interalignment variable sites, the phylogenetic analysis of this concatenated alignment generated four equally most-parsimonious trees. The strict consensus of these four topologies (Fig. 7c) shows a lack of resolution within the *Caiman–Melanosuchus* clade and also for the relationship between the two *Alligator* species (i.e., paraphyly vs. monophyly). Maximum parsimony analysis by Wheeler et al. (1995) of the concatenated alignment resulting from the elision of all 23 alignments (i.e., by down-weighting the interalignment variable sites rather than excluding them from the analysis) revealed a single most-parsimonious tree with *Melanosuchus* sister to the *Caiman* clade and *Alligator* as paraphyletic (Fig. 7d).

Our alignment of the same data resulted in the recognition of five ambiguously aligned regions, all of which were clearly flanked by highly conserved nucleotide sequences (Fig. 3). All five ambiguous regions were subjected to our method, that is, were coded and assigned step matrices (Fig. 6b). Two of the five coded ambiguous regions (amb 2 and amb 5) are potentially parsimony-informative if implemented under a model in which every type of change has an equal cost. Under a model of unequal weighting among coded character-states, however, only amb 2 and amb 4 affected the phylogenetic searches, compared with a search restricted to unambiguous sites only (Table 2).

When our maximum parsimony analysis was restricted to the unambiguously aligned portions of the data, we obtained 52 parsimony-informative characters that resulted in one most-parsimonious tree (Fig. 9b). As with the insect 16S data set, our cull analysis (Fig. 9b) provided much more resolution than did the cull analysis (Fig. 7c) implemented by Wheeler et al. (1995). This topology is also identical to the most-parsimonious tree derived from the alignment obtained by using a gap-to-substitution cost ratio of 1:2 (Wheeler et al. 1995).

When only coded region amb 2 was added to our phylogenetic analysis of unambiguous sites, two equally most-parsimonious trees were recovered (Table 2). One of these
topologies is identical to the one derived from the analysis of the unambiguous sites only (Fig. 9b). The second topology shows the two *Alligator* species as sister species (Fig. 9a). The strict consensus of these two topologies would show a completely resolved tree except for the unresolved relationship between the two *Alligator* species. This unresolved portion of the tree certainly represents the main weakness of the data set to resolve relationships between this pair of species (see differences among trees in terms of topologies and bootstrap values in Fig. 9).

When only coded region amb 4 was added to our phylogenetic analysis of unambiguous sites, a single most-parsimonious tree was obtained (Fig. 9c). This topology is identical to the single most-parsimonious tree that resulted from our all-inclusive analysis of the unambiguous sites plus all five coded ambiguous regions (Table 2). This is also the same tree recovered by Wheeler et al. (1995) when they analyzed individually each alignment derived from gap-to-substitution cost ratios of 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, and 16:1. They also recovered this topology with a cull analysis on alignments derived from gap-to-substitution cost ratios of 1:1, 8:1, and 16:1, and when their elision analysis was restricted to alignments derived from gap-to-substitution cost ratios of 2:1, 8:1, and 16:1. Finally, applying their elision analysis to all alignments combined also generated this topology (Figs. 7d, 9c). For the crocodile 12S mtDNA data set, the resulting trees from the elision method (Fig. 7d) and from our new approach if applied to all ambiguous regions simultaneously (Fig. 9c) were identical. One advantage to our approach is that it also revealed that the phylogenetic signal contained in ambiguous region 4 (amb 4) is what led to this topology (Table 2). Sequences for *Alligator sinensis*, *Melanosuchus niger*, *Paleosuchus trigonatus*, and *P. palpebrosus* are identical in this region (Figs. 3, 9c). The differences between these sequences and the ones for the two *Caiman* species involve only one and two steps, whereas for this same region (amb 4), on the internode between the two *Alligator* species, four steps are involved (Fig. 9c). We emphasize that the coded version of amb 4 is parsimony-uninformative when subjected to an equally weighted step matrix.

This result raises an important question. Should a coded, ambiguously aligned region (such as amb 4) that is parsimony-uninformative when changes are equally weighted, but parsimony-informative when subjected to an unequally weighted step matrix, be included in phylogenetic analyses? Based on empirical evidence (results not shown), the inclusion of such characters favors an asymmetric topology (paraphyletic relationships). To avoid this problem, we would be justified to exclude all coded regions that are parsimony-uninformative when subjected to an equally weighted step matrix. In the case of the 12S data set, the use of this criterion would justify the exclusion of coded regions amb 1, amb 3, and amb 4 from phylogenetic analyses. When the parsimony analysis was implemented by using the unambiguously aligned portions plus amb 2 and amb 5 only, two equally most-parsimonious trees resulted (as shown in Figs. 9a, b), one of which shows the two alligators as sister species.

Phylogenetic analyses by Brochu (1997) of morphological as well as combined morphological and molecular data sets strongly support the monophyly of *Alligator sinensis* and *A. mississippiensis*. The suboptimal topology shown in Figure 9c, identical to the tree recovered by Wheeler et al. (1995), was only one step longer and was

### Table 2

Summary of phylogenetic analyses for the crocodile 12S mtDNA data set. Coded amb 1–5 correspond to ambiguous regions shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters included</th>
<th>Tree length</th>
<th>No. most-parsimonious trees</th>
<th>Consistency index</th>
<th>Rescaled consistency index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguous sites only</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 2</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 3</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 4</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 5</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 1–5</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unamb. + coded amb 2, 5</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Figure 9.*
(a) Tree length = 163 steps

Tomistoma schlegeli
Gavialis gangeticus
Crocodile rhombifer
Caiman crocodilus
Caiman latirostris
Melanosuchus niger
Paleosuchus palpebrosus
Paleosuchus trigonatus
Alligator mississippiensis
Alligator sinensis

(b) Tree length = 163 steps

Tomistoma schlegeli
Gavialis gangeticus
Crocodile rhombifer
Caiman crocodilus
Caiman latirostris
Melanosuchus niger
Paleosuchus palpebrosus
Paleosuchus trigonatus
Alligator mississippiensis
Alligator sinensis

(c) Tree length = 164 steps

Tomistoma schlegeli
Gavialis gangeticus
Crocodile rhombifer
Caiman crocodilus
Caiman latirostris
Melanosuchus niger
Paleosuchus palpebrosus
Paleosuchus trigonatus
Alligator mississippiensis
Alligator sinensis

amb 2 = a2

67 175 245 (coded char.)
T T T CTAA (7)
T T T CTAG (6)
A T T CTTAG (5)
A A T CTGTG (2)
A A T CCTGT (0)
G A T CTGTG (2)
A T T CTCG (K)
A T T CTTAG (2)
G C C CCCGT (1)
G C C CCCGT (1)

17 97 156 259
G C C G
G C T G
G C T G
A T T G
A T C G
A T C A
G T C C
A T C A
A T C A
G C T G

amb 4 = a4

61 75 200 (coded char.)
A T A CCTATTGA (7)
A T G CCTATTGA (6)
C T A CTACTTCTCGA (5)
T T G COCCCC (0)
T C G CCTCCCTCGA (K)
C C G CCTCCCGA (1)
T C G CCTCCCGA (1)
C C G CCTCCCGA (1)
T C G CCTCCCGA (1)
A T A CTCAACCAG (2)
not statistically significantly worse than the most-parsimonious trees (Figs. 9a, b) according to the Templeton test. Clearly, this 12S data set (Gatesy et al., 1993; Wheeler et al., 1995) alone cannot resolve with any certainty the relationships between these two Alligator species.

**DISCUSSION**

Criteria for Delimiting Homologous Ambiguously Aligned Sequences

The suggestion by Wheeler et al. (1995) to use a broad range of gap-to-nucleotide substitution cost ratios to detect ambiguously aligned sites, with ratios as low as 1:2 and as high as 256:1, is more likely to identify sites as being ambiguously aligned when they are not. At the low end of this spectrum of cost ratios (e.g., 1:2, 1:1, 2:1), many gaps are included among the aligned sequences resulting in a high level of similarity. At the other end of this spectrum (e.g., 256:1, 300:1), resulting alignments will have fewer gaps but the average similarity among aligned sequences will be much lower. The alignments resulting from the latter cost ratios are extremely poor. For the insect 16S data set, if we exclude the five regions that we identified as being ambiguously aligned (amb 1–5), only 9% of the remaining alignment resulting from a 256:1 cost ratio, as published by Wheeler et al. (1995), would be correctly aligned according to our alignment. This means that only the first 10 sites of this data set (Fig. 10) would not differ among all alignments and, therefore, would not be downweighted or culled using the elision approach. Our approach suggests that 100 more sites of this alignment are unambiguously aligned. On this basis, we predict that more resolution and higher support values will result when phylogenetic searches are restricted to unambiguously aligned regions delimited by using our approach. The exclusion of extreme cost ratios in the elision process would improve the situation. However, this would require a clear definition of the threshold beyond which a cost ratio would be considered extreme. For example, the alignment of Wheeler et al. (1995) using an 8:1 cost ratio for the same insect data set also included several obvious misalignments. The selection of the range of gap-to-nucleotide substitution costs is very subjective, which is what Wheeler et al. (1995) were trying to avoid with the elision method. In an attempt to solve this problem, Giribet and Wheeler (1999) proposed using character congruence among data sets, obtained with ILD metrics (Mickevich and Farris, 1981), as the criterion to evaluate gap costs in sequence alignment and phylogenetic analyses.

When maximum parsimony analysis of the insect 16S mtrDNA data set was restricted to unambiguously aligned sites identified with our method versus those identified using the elision approach, our strict consensus tree was much more resolved (Fig. 8e vs. Fig. 7a). Our approach also obtained higher resolution for the crocodile 12S mtrDNA data set under the same circumstances. Four equally most-parsimonious trees resulted from the analysis after culling ambiguously aligned sites identified by the elision method (Fig. 7c), whereas a single most-parsimonious solution (Fig. 9b)
Figure 10. Alignment of the insect 16S mtDNA data set presented by Wheeler et al. (1995), using a gap-to-nucleotide substitution cost ratio of 256:1. Ambiguously aligned regions (amb 1–5) identified with our method (see Fig. 2) are delimited by clear boxes. Shaded areas delimit regions that we identified as unambiguously aligned but that are aligned differently because the 256:1 cost ratio is used (compare with our alignment shown in Figure 2). These shaded regions would be detected as ambiguously aligned and, therefore, would be downweighted with the elision approach. Adapted from the appendix published by Wheeler et al. (1995).

resulted when the analysis was restricted to unambiguously aligned sites selected by using our approach.

Assuming that conservation of secondary structure exceeds that of its nucleotides, Kjer (1995) demonstrated the high potential of the secondary structure as a guide for assigning homologous positions and for improving alignments and phylogenetic accuracy. Our experience using secondary structure to enhance alignments of nrDNA sequences confirms Kjer’s conclusions. However, that practice does not solve all alignment problems. Ambiguously aligned sites are highly concentrated in loops, where the secondary structure is of no use in refining the alignment; or the sites can be located where the secondary structure is itself unresolved. Despite this limitation, secondary structure can be often useful in delimiting narrower ambiguously aligned regions without violating homology. For this reason, the use of secondary structure information (when available) is an integral part of the first step of our procedure. Unfortunately, some degree of subjectivity is still involved in the delimitation of ambiguous regions regardless of the method used. This specific aspect needs further investigation.

In this article we did not use secondary structure to help delimit the ambiguously aligned regions because we wanted to demonstrate that the method can be implemented even if the secondary structure is unknown. Moreover, the 16S sequences published by Wheeler et al. (1995), which differ from those in GenBank, favor stem disruptions that would lead to an incorrect secondary structure for some taxa. For a fair comparison of elision with our method, however, we used the data set as it was published by Wheeler et al. in 1995.

Contribution of Ambiguously Aligned Sequences to Phylogenetic Resolution

Ambiguously aligned regions generally include the fastest evolving sites of a given
molecule. Therefore, these sites are most likely to provide phylogenetic signal that can resolve rapid radiations, characterized by consecutive short internodes that are often unresolved in phylogenetic studies and are almost always associated with very low bootstrap values. The integration of these rapidly evolving, ambiguously aligned regions by the method proposed here is most likely to provide synapomorphies along these problematic short internodes. We therefore expect that greater resolution will be gained when implementing our method, especially in comparison with the results obtained from the common and conservative practice of completely excluding these regions. In a study by Fernandez et al. (1999), based on a data set of 898 sites from the 5′ end of the nrRNA large subunit for 22 fungal taxa, 16 ambiguously aligned regions were delimited. These 16 regions included 157 of the 898 sites. The integration of these regions into the phylogenetic analysis, according to our method, resulted in a single most-parsimonious tree, compared with six equally most-parsimonious trees when these regions were completely excluded from the analysis (see Fernandez et al., 1999).

The phylogenetic analysis of the crocodile 12S mtrDNA provides an example of another possible outcome resulting from the integration of ambiguously aligned regions as proposed here. The exclusion of the five ambiguously aligned regions resulted in a single most-parsimonious tree, whereas the inclusion of amb 2 and 5 resulted in one additional tree, which showed the two alligators as sister species. In this case the inclusion of ambiguous regions by our method resulted in the loss of resolution, but this larger pool of equally most-parsimonious trees includes what is thought to be the correct tree, according to a combined morphological and molecular study (Brochu, 1997). If the phylogenetic signal contained in ambiguously aligned regions is essential for phylogenetic searches to converge on the correct tree, and when maximum parsimony is consistent (sensu Felsenstein, 1978), our method should increase phylogenetic accuracy, because of the additional characters it provides, that would otherwise be excluded or down-weighted.

**Should All Ambiguously Aligned Regions Be Included in Phylogenetic Analyses?**

Despite the high potential for ambiguously aligned regions to contribute greatly to phylogenetic accuracy, in some cases these regions will provide no gain or will even be detrimental to phylogenetic accuracy. For example, if these regions are evolving so fast that all sequences within a region are different, the coded version of these regions will not be parsimony-informative. Yet, when subjected to an unequally weighted step matrix, these coded regions can become informative and provide a large portion of the signal (e.g., the contribution of amb 4 in Table 2 and Fig. 9c). However, the phylogenetic signal from these hypervariable regions might have been totally lost in the multitude of genetic changes over time. Moreover, preliminary empirical work we have done (results not shown) indicates that such characters are biased toward recovering asymmetric topologies. The uninformativeness of coded ambiguously aligned regions, and perhaps the saturation of genetic changes, seem to best describe what is taking place with the insect 16S mtrDNA (Figs. 6a, 8; Table 1) and ambiguously aligned regions 1, 3, and 4 of the crocodile 12S mtrDNA in this study (Figs. 6b, 9; Table 2). For these reasons we strongly recommend that users of the method proposed here exclude from phylogenetic analyses those coded ambiguously aligned regions that are uninformative when subjected to an equally weighted step matrix. If the homology of a given delimited ambiguously aligned region is doubtful, this region cannot be dealt with in our approach and therefore should be excluded from all analyses (e.g., amb 5 in Fig. 2).

Another case for which users of the method proposed here may consider excluding a coded ambiguously aligned region from phylogenetic analyses is when a prohibitively high number of character states are required to code a given region. PAUP* 4.0b2a allows a maximum of 32 character states per character. If the coding of an ambiguous region would require >32 character states, that region should be excluded from phylogenetic analyses; however, this is an arbitrary cutoff point.

This leads us to the question: Should a coded ambiguous region with a high number
of character states be included in phylogenetic analyses, even if it can be accommodated? Our experience is that it becomes very difficult to handle ambiguously aligned regions that require >15 character states. Such situations are usually associated with large (many sites) ambiguous regions, and large regions are more likely to include sequences with drastic differences in length, which can cause inconsistencies in their pairwise alignment and in the determination of optimal number of changes. In these situations triangle inequalities are likely to be so large that the adjustments needed would modify the step matrix in a way that does not truly represent the relative number of steps required to transform one sequence into another for most of the cells of that step matrix. Finally, coded regions with a large number of character states, even if they are parsimony-informative when subjected to an equally weighted step matrix, can generate the same phylogenetic artifact (asymmetric phylogenies) as the uninformative coded regions that become informative when subjected to an unequally weighted step matrix. Simulation studies are needed to determine when such an artifact is more likely to happen. Based on the implementation of our proposed method on several different data sets, our rule of thumb has been to exclude any ambiguously aligned regions requiring >15 character states.

Therefore, in addition to integrating ambiguously aligned sequences in phylogenetic analyses without violating positional homology, this new method provides an objective criterion to exclude regions that are likely to jeopardize phylogenetic accuracy. The exclusion of sites involves a certain degree of subjectivity and, therefore, is open to criticism (Gatesy et al., 1993) and improvement. However, the choice of gap:nucleotide substitution cost ratios needed for the elision or direct optimization (e.g., POY) of DNA sequences also involves subjectivity (see Giribet and Wheeler, 1999). Most likely, the complete removal of subjectivity in the delimitation of ambiguously aligned regions is utopian (Swofford et al., 1996). However, with the method proposed here, compared with direct optimization (POY) of DNA sequences, the investigator still has access to the full range of analytical flexibility and complexity available in PAUP*.

**Contribution of Ambiguously Aligned Sequences to Estimations of Branch Length**

Estimation of branch lengths is expected to be improved with our method, even when compared with estimates corrected by an evolutionary model under the maximum likelihood optimization. Branch lengths are likely to be underestimated in an uneven way if they are derived exclusively from the unambiguous and often slowest-evolving regions of a molecule. Unfortunately, there is no satisfactory way, to our knowledge, to integrate ambiguously aligned regions into a phylogenetic search by using maximum likelihood as the optimization criterion.

**Contribution of Ambiguously Aligned Sequences to Large-Scale Phylogenies**

One of the major impediments in large-scale phylogenetic studies is the low ratio for number of informative sites to number of sequences. A large number of very short or zero-length internodes, resulting from few or no synapomorphies, will greatly reduce the efficiency of a search because of the overwhelming abundance of equally parsimonious suboptimal and optimal trees. Another problem associated with large-scale phylogenetic studies involving a broad taxonomic sampling is the ever-increasing expansion of ambiguously aligned regions and the creation of additional ambiguous regions associated with the inclusion of more distant taxa in the alignment. This translates into a net loss of unambiguously aligned informative sites. Our method provides accessibility to the phylogenetic signal residing in ambiguously aligned characters, which otherwise would be excluded or downweighted (elision). Because these characters are likely to be rapidly evolving, they can provide additional synapomorphies in regions of the tree that previously had very short or zero-length internodes. The resulting reduction in the number of optimal and suboptimal equally parsimonious solutions should reduce the time needed for search algorithms to converge on the most-parsimonious tree or trees.

Data sets with large numbers of sequences and high intersequence divergences are likely to generate a prohibitively high number of equally optimal alignments in the elision approach. Because the degree to
which an ambiguously aligned site is down-weighted is proportional to its interalignment variability with elision, many sites could be downweighted to the extent that they would be effectively excluded from the phylogenetic analysis. Therefore, the contribution of the elision approach implemented within large-scale phylogenetic studies is likely to be minimal and could even be detrimental if too broad a range of gap-to-substitution cost ratios is used (Fig. 10).

Our method offers several advantages over elision (Wheeler et al., 1995) and direct optimization of DNA sequences (POY; Wheeler, 1996), especially for dealing with large data sets. The delimitation of ambiguously aligned regions imposed by our method requires a thorough and careful inspection of alignments. Whereas, this familiarization with the data set allows one to refine the alignment, it can also lead to the identification of specific evolutionary attributes (e.g., rate heterogeneity across sites, base composition bias, genetic change bias) that must be accounted for in a rigorous phylogenetic analysis of large-scale data sets. Another advantage of our approach is that regions that are not ambiguously aligned but include gaps at two or more contiguous sites (e.g., Fig. 1c) can be systematically recoded. This allows the user to use gaps as a fifth character state on the remaining data set without worrying about the effect of overweighting stretches that contain gaps at more than one contiguous site.

**Future Developments**

We have implemented our method by using the program INAASE (INtegration of Ambiguously Aligned SEquences). In future developments of our method we expect to use a better pairwise alignment procedure than the one implemented in the current version of our program INAASE 0.2c1, provide a weighting scheme for the coded regions that would integrate probabilities of every possible type of change in those regions, and extend this approach to phylogenetic searches by using maximum likelihood as the optimization criterion. The current version of INAASE 0.2c1 uses a dynamic programming alignment approach (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) to find all the best alignments of two sequences.

Contrary to the step matrices applied to the unambiguous portions of the alignment, the step matrices applied to the coded ambiguous regions do not provide differential weights for different types of changes among the coded character states. For example, a change from A to C or C to A could have a weight of two steps, based on the frequency of this type of change derived from the unambiguously aligned portion of the alignment. Currently, however, every type of change within a delimited ambiguously aligned region is counted as one step, in INAASE. This discrepancy between the two weighting schemes—for the unambiguously aligned versus ambiguously aligned regions—arises from the difficulty in estimating the frequency of changes in a region of the alignment that is ambiguously aligned and likely to be subject to a very different evolutionary model. However, we do not believe that this problem is insurmountable.

Currently, only phylogenetic searches using parsimony can benefit from our approach. This means that ambiguously aligned regions still need to be excluded from maximum likelihood searches. To extend this method to phylogenetic searches that use maximum likelihood as the optimization criterion is by far our greatest future challenge.

**Program Availability**

The program INAASE (INtegration of Ambiguously Aligned SEquences) has been developed to implement the unequivocal coding and optimal weighting of ambiguously aligned sequences described in this paper. INAASE can be obtained by contacting F.L. The program was written by P.W. in C for the power PC (Apple) platform and modified by S.Z.
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**Note Added in Proof**

W. Wheeler (1999; Cladistics 15:379–385) published a similar approach while our manuscript was in press.
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